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Expert authors Don and Barbara Laine share their travel advice garnered from four decades spent

living in and researching the American Southwest. Detailed maps of the region, parks, and trails

guide you through your trip. Candid reviews point out places to stay, eat, camp, and stock up on

supplies. Opinionated reviews. No bland descriptions and lukewarm recommendations. Our expert

writers are passionate about their destinations--they tell it like it is in an engaging and helpful way.

Exact prices listed for every establishment and activity--no other guides offer such detailed,

personal reviews of hotels and restaurants. We include the very best, but also emphasize

moderately priced choices for real people--whether you like to camp, RV, or sleep at the lodge. 

User-friendly features including star ratings and special icons to point readers to great finds,

excellent values, insider tips, best bets for kids, special moments, and overrated experiences.
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See the very best of Zion & Bryce Canyon National Parks   Spectacular natural wonders, from

Bryce's majestic Upper Inspiration Point to Zion's awe-inspiring Narrows canyons   Descriptions of

the best hikes, from easy wilderness strolls and ranger-led walks to overnight backcountry

adventures, each rated by difficulty   Great places to spend the night, from park lodges and

campgrounds, to luxurious rooms nearby   Where to eat and stock up on supplies&#151;both in the

parks and in the gateway towns   A fully illustrated nature guide to help you spot and identify local



wildlife, birds, trees, wildflowers, and more   Find news, deals, apps, expert advice,and travel forums
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Residents of northern New Mexico since 1970, Don and Barbara Laine have traveled extensively

throughout the Rocky Mountains and the Southwest, spending as much time as possible in the

outdoors, and especially in the regionâ€™s national parks and monuments. They have written

Frommerâ€™s guides to Utah, Colorado, and the National Parks of the American West. The Laines

have also authored Little-Known Southwest, New Mexico & Arizona State Parks, and Best Short

Hikes in Arizona for The Mountaineers, and The New Mexico Guide for Fulcrum Publishing.

Although we are still in the planning stages, of the 4 books I have on Zions/Bryce the Frommer's

guide is the one I keep going back to. It will be small enough to keep in our backpack while hiking,

yet it's easy to read unlike the Lonely Planet's version. It has some nice historical facts, but mostly

just drills down on the hikes and makes it easy for me to decide what our family can/can't do.

The book is abbreviated but gives good insight into the best trails and some background on the

parks. The fact that they talked to actual rangers and retired personnel were a plus. The restaurant

that was recommended at Zion, Pizza and Noodles, had a nice atmosphere but heavy and sort of

amateurish pizza. If you're at the parks for a couple of days each, the book is most helpful.

I purchased this guide in addition to the Falcon Guide for Hiking Zion and Bryce Canyon and they

were the perfect combination. We used so many of the suggestions in this guide. It helped us get

the most out of our vacation and took out a lot of the guesswork. We took the restaurant

suggestions and they were right on the money! I would purchase a guide by this publisher again.

Enough information to make out trip this summer a good one.

I've bought Frommer's guides for my first visit to a lot of places. This one was another success. The

guide helped us come up with a short list of things to do and see. We were not disappointed.

The book in very detailed. I was kinda let down because it is not in color. I must have missed where

it said black and white only. I love Frommer's books they are the best travel books in my opinion.

But in the past they have been nicer looking. Really wonderful in depth information!



I bought two guides from different sellers, and wasted my money because one was ten years older

than the other. Why does this always have to be buyer beware?

Get the logistical and other details before you go - it just makes the trip more meaningful. Both

Frommer and Fodor provide valuable information. I use those for logistics, and then I get the

Dorling-Kindersley books for the cultural and historical information, plus the great detailed photos

and 3D color line drawings of the sights and areas. Another wonderful book, Zion & Bryce Canyon

National Parks, is written by Sarah Benson, Lisa Dunford and Carolyn McCarthy, who provide

wonderful conversations about history, geology, culture, and more.Soaking up this valuable

information always enhances our trips so that we can deeply understand and appreciate where we

are, who we are meeting, and what we are seeing.
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